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Abstract
This paper aims to develop a generic framework for detecting contact between cylin-
drical particles in discrete element modelling based on a full exploitation of the axi-
symmetrical property of cylinders. The main contributions include: 1) A four-parameter
based local representative system is derived to describe the spatial relationship between
two cylinders so that the 3D cylinder-cylinder intersection problem can be reduced to a
series of 2D circle-ellipse intersections, which considerably simplifies the contact detec-
tion procedure. 2) A two-stage contact detection scheme is proposed in which no-overlap
contact pairs are identified in the first overlap check stage, and then the actual overlap
region is determined in the second resolution stage and represented by two schemes: the
layered representation which is generic, and the edge representation which is numerically
more efficient but less accurate. 3) The most significant contribution is the development
of two theorems that establish a fundamental relationship between the contact point and
contact normal of two contacting cylinders, offering a simple approach to determining
the normal direction based on the contact point and vice versa. These theorems are valid
not only for cylinders, but also for any axi-symmetrical shapes and their combinations.
Some numerical issues are discussed. Numerical examples are presented to illustrate the
capability and applicability of the proposed methodologies.
keywords: Discrete element method, Cylindrical particle, Axi-symmetry, Non-spherical
shape, Contact detection, Contact normal, Contact point
1 Introduction
The discrete element method (DEM) [1] has been firmly established as one of the most
effective computational techniques for modelling systems exhibiting discrete or particulate
behaviour in many scientific and engineering applications, especially in porous media, soil
and geo-mechanics, agricultural and chemical engineering, pharmaceutical and material pro-
cessing, to name a few. The success lies in its ability to model individual particle behaviour in
the system concerned by effectively detecting possible physical contact on their boundaries,
followed by evaluating the corresponding contact forces based on a set of contact interaction
laws. Most of discrete element simulations that have been conducted so far employ circular
or spherical particles, and problems with non-spherical particles are typically modelled by
bonding or clumping spherical particles together to represent real non-spherical particles.
There has been an increasing interest, particularly in industrial applications, in using non-
spherical particle shapes as primitive discrete elements. Since the 1980s, there has been a
∗Corresponding author; e-mail: y.feng@swansea.ac.uk
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2continued effort to develop discrete element models for non-spherical primitive objects, such
as ellipses [2, 3, 4], ellipsoids [6, 7], super-quadrics [5, 12], dilated shapes [8], polygons [9, 13]
and polyhedra [10, 11, 13, 14]. However, there is still a lack of theoretically derived contact
models for non-spherical shaped particles in general [15] and non-smooth particles with edges
and sharp corners in particular. The contact interactions between these contacting objects
are often proposed in an ad-hoc manner.
There is limited work reported on discrete element modelling of cylinders in the literature.
In addition to the lack of theoretically sound contact theories for cylinders, surprisingly
sophisticated contact scenarios between cylinders with regard to the geometric aspect imposes
another numerical challenge to adopt the cylinder as a primitive particle shape in DEM.
Recently, Kodam et. al [16, 18] proposed a discrete element modelling approach for cylinders
in which contact configurations between two cylinders are classified into several categories
and identified according to a set of contact criteria. The corresponding contact overlap,
location and normal are determined on a case-by-case base. The approach was experimentally
validated [17] and the model is compared more favourable to the bonded sphere model in
terms of the physical behaviour of the tested cases.
Nevertheless, this classification based approach has several disadvantages: 1) The listed con-
tact configurations may not be comprehensive. For instance, some possible contact configu-
rations for cylinders with very small height/radius ratios may be missing; 2) Many different
checks and criteria involved make the procedure error prone; 3) The computations of the
contact overlap and contact normal for most of the identified cases are often of an ad-hoc
nature. As will become apparent later, the inappropriate choice of a contact normal may
introduce superficial energy into the system and cause numerical instability in simulations.
More notably, the axi-symmetrical property of cylinders is not utilised in their approach.
By recognising and fully exploiting this important property of cylinders, Chittawadigi and
Saha [19] proposed a more effective local coordinate representation system for two cylinders.
This representation, which is derived based on dual number algebra [19] and commonly used
in robotic systems, uses only four so-called Denavit-Hartenberg parameters to represent the
relative relationship of two cylinders. It essentially reduces the complexity of the contact
detection problem from intersections of 3D cylinders to those of line and rectangle, and circle
and ellipse in 2D, hence leading to a much simplified and more efficient contact detection
algorithm.
On the adoption of this particular representation, and a further exploitation of the axi-
symmetrical property of cylinders, this paper develops a more generic and effective computa-
tional framework for undertaking contact detection between cylindrical particles in discrete
element modelling. Particularly, a two-stage contact detection procedure is proposed in which
no-overlap contact pairs are excluded in the first stage, and then the overlap region between
a contacting cylindrical pair is determined and represented in the second stage by either
the layered region or edge representation. This procedure imposes no limitations, at least
theoretically, on (relative) sizes and aspect ratios of cylinders, and minimises the number of
possible checks for different contact configurations, thereby resulting in a more generic and
robust cylinder contact detection framework. The most significant contribution is the devel-
opment of two theorems that establish a fundamental relationship between the contact point
and contact normal for two contacting cylinders such that if one is specified then the other
can be determined. More remarkably, these two theorems are valid not only for cylinders but
also for any axi-symmetrical shapes and their combinations.
Note that the current work only deals with contact detection issues which are related to the
geometric aspect of discrete element modelling of cylinders, while physically related issues,
3such as contact interaction laws for cylinders, will not be addressed. Also both terms, overlap
and contact, are interchangeable in most places.
The paper is organised as follows: In the next section, the four-parameter geometric represen-
tations for a two-cylinder system are derived in a simple and straightforward manner. Then
the two-stage contact detection procedure is described in detail in Section 3. Determinations
of the contact geometric features of an overlap region are discussed in Section 4, and more
importantly, the two contact point and normal related theorems are presented. Some related
numerical and implementation issues are discussed in Section 5. A number of numerical ex-
amples are provided in Section 6 to illustrate the capability and applicability of the method.
The main features of the proposed methodology are summarised in Section 7. Some technical
details are presented in Appendices.
2 Geometric Description and Coordinate Representation of
A Two-Cylinder System
A cylinder is fully described by its two geometric features, radius r and half height h, and
two spatial position properties, axial direction n (unit vector) and central coordinates c,
which is denoted as C :{r, h,n, c}. Set up a local coordinate system {x, y, z} with the origin
at the centre and the z-axis along the cylinder axis defined by n, as shown in Figure 1(a).
The reflective symmetry of a cylinder about the local x-y plane means that n and −n can
be equally chosen to define the z-direction; while the axi-symmetrical nature permits us to
freely choose the most appropriate x- and y-axes for the problem concerned. It is this feature
that will be fully exploited, leading to a set of coordinate systems for two cylinder contact
detection described below.
Consider two cylinders denoted as Ci :{ri, hi,ni, ci} (i = 1, 2), as shown in Figure 1(b). Define
the angle between the two axes as α with
cosα = n1 · n2 (1)
It is required that 0 ≤ cosα < 1; otherwise if cosα < 0, simply set n2 = −n2. Thus
0 < α ≤ pi/2. Note that cosα = 1 or α = 0, i.e. the two cylinders are in parallel, is a special
case that will be considered in Section 4.
Let {X,Y, Z} be the default global coordinate system for the problem concerned, and {xi, yi, zi},
(i = 1, 2) be the two local coordinate systems associated with the two cylinders with {exi , eyi , ezi}, (i =
1, 2) as their corresponding unit vectors, in which the zi axes are fixed to be ezi = ni, but
the xi- and yi-axes are to be determined.
First construct the shortest line segment between the two cylinder axes with the intersection
points o1 and o2 on the two axes, as shown in Figure 1(b), and introduce an intermediate
system {x, y, z} with the origin at o1 and {ex, ey, ez} as the unit vectors of the axes as follows.
Choose the z-axis along the z1-axis, ez = e1, and the x-axis along the shortest line. As the
line is perpendicular to both axes, ex can be defined as
ex =
ez2 × ez1
||ez2 × ez1 ||
(2)
Then the y-axis is formed by
ey = ez × ex (3)
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Figure 1: Global and local systems for (a) one cylinder; (b) two cylinders
Now the (signed) shortest distance between the two cylinder axes, d = |o1o2 |, can be calcu-
lated as
d = ex · (c2 − c1) (4)
For the two local cylinder systems, both x-axes are set to be along the same direction as the
x-axis of the intermediate system:
exi = ex (i = 1, 2) (5)
and both y axes can be defined by
eyi = ezi × exi (i = 1, 2) (6)
The (signed) distance between each cylinder centre to the intersection point of the cylinder
axis with the shortest line segment, si = |cioi| (i = 1, 2), can be found:
s1 =
t1 − t2 cosα
sin2 α
; s2 = − t2 + t1 cosα
sin2 α
(7)
where ti = ezi · (c2 − c1). Clearly, the first local system {x1, y1, z1} is a translation of the
intermediate system {x, y, z} along the z-axis:
x1 = x; y1 = y; z1 = z + s1 (8)
while the second local system {x2, y2, z2} is first a translation of the intermediate system
along the x-axis to o2, followed by a rotation about the x-axis with an angle of α and then
by another translation in the z-axis to the cylinder centre c2:
x2 = x+ d
y2 = + cosα y + sinα z
z2 = − cosα y + cosα z + s2
(9)
5Now through the intermediate system, the coordinate transformation between the two local
systems can be obtained as
x1 = c12 + T12x2; x2 = c21 + T21x2 (10)
where c12(c21) are the coordinates of the centre c2(c1) at the local system of cylinder C1(C2):
c12 = [+d,−s2 sinα, s1 − s2 cosα]T (11)
c21 = [−d,+s1 sinα, s2 − s1 cosα]T (12)
and the transformation matrices T12 and T21 are
T12 =
 1 0 00 + cosα sinα
0 − sinα cosα
 = TT21 (13)
The coordinate transformation from either of the two local systems to the global can be
expressed as
X = ci + [ exi eyi ezi ] xi (i = 1, 2) (14)
where xi is a local coordinate vector and X is the corresponding global coordinate vector.
All vectors are assumed in columnwise format.
The above formulae provide a numerically efficient geometric system and fully describe the
geometric relationship of two cylinders in both local and global coordinate systems. It is
important to highlight that only four parameters, d, α, s1 and s2, are needed to fully represent
the relative relationship of two cylinders, as first presented in [19].
Also note that the above systems are established on the basis that C1 is the leading or master
cylinder, while it may be necessary to temporarily choose C2 to be the leading cylinder instead
for certain contact scenarios inside the C1-C2 contact pair, as will be discussed later. This
can readily be achieved in the local systems by just setting α = −α, and swapping s1 and
s2, r1 and r2 and h1 and h2, while anything else remains the same. In addition, when any
local vector needs to be transformed to the global system, both x and y components should
be multiplied by -1.
The key to the proposed geometric description system is the choice of both local x-directions
to be the same as that of the common shortest line ex1 = ex2 = ex. This implies that the
two local x coordinates only differ by the shortest distance d:
x1 = x2 + d (15)
The most important consequence is, however, that both cylinders become rectangles when
they are projected on the y-z plane of any of their local coordinate systems, and are parallel
on both x-z and x-y planes, as illustrated in Figure 2. These features significantly facilitate
the contact detection for two cylinders by decoupling a 3D geometric problem into a few
much simpler and well-defined 2D problems, as will be demonstrated in the following section.
Also note that the proposed geometric description system is developed purely based on the
axi-symmetrical property of cylinders and therefore can be extended to describe the relative
spatial relationship between any pair of axi-symmetrical objects.
6Figure 2: Two intersecting cylinders (a) and their projects on the x1-y1 plane (b); the y1-z1
plane (c); and the x1-z1 plane
3 Contact Detection of Two Cylinders
This section describes a procedure to check if there exists an overlap between a given pair
of cylinders C1 and C2. The next section discusses how to obtain some overlap features
when such a contact is established. As the overlap check is conducted locally, the local
coordinate system of C1, {x1, y1, z1}, can be considered as the global system. This not
only simplifies the following description and discussion, but also gives rise to more efficient
numerical procedures. By utilising the fact that now ex1 = [1, 0, 0]
T , ey1 = [0, 1, 0]
T , ez1 =
[0, 0, 1]T and c1 = [0, 0, 0]
T , some operations involving these vectors may be much simplified.
Only when some local vectors, such as a contact normal, need to be transformed to the global
system afterwards, the actual local-global transformation (14) needs to be performed.
The current work proposes a two-stage contact detection procedure. The first stage performs
a series of relatively computationally inexpensive checks in order to exclude no-contact cases
7at an early stage, and thus is termed the non-overlap check stage. When a possible contact
cannot be excluded, further verification and checks will be performed in the second overlap
resolution stage where some contact overlap properties, such as overlap (penetration), contact
point, and contact normal etc, are also be evaluated if an actual overlap does exist.
3.1 Non-Overlap Checks
An effective contact detection procedure should be able to identify no-contact cases as early as
possible and with minimum computational costs. The proposed non-overlap check procedure
sequentially involves up to three steps, with increased computational complexity, to establish
if an overlap exists for the given cylinder pair. As soon as a no-contact case is identified at
the current step, the procedure terminates; Otherwise, the next step is executed.
Step 1: Interior contact check. The shortest distance d between the two cylinder axes is
checked first. If
|d| ≥ r1 + r2 (16)
then there is no contact, and the procedure stops; Otherwise check if the two intersection
points between the shortest line with the two cylinder axes, o1 and o2, are located within
both cylinders:
|s1| < h1 and |s2| < h2 (17)
If so, an actual contact is established and the procedure stops. This is the simplest contact
scenario, termed the interior contact. When the two conditions (17) are not all satisfied,
move to the next step for a further check.
Step 2: Profile overlap check. The second step performs an overlap check on the projec-
tions of the cylinders on the y1-z1 plane of C1 which are two rectangles as shown in Figure 2(c).
Obviously, the two cylinders are not in contact if the two rectangles have no overlap. First
check if the bounding box of the rectangle of C2 is in overlap with the first rectangle. Oth-
erwise, apply, e.g. the classic Cohen-Sutherland Line Clip algorithm [20] or similar methods
to further establish if the two rectangles are in overlap.
Step 3: Minimum distance check.
Up to this step, an interior contact case has been ruled out, i.e. at least one of the two
intersection points of the shortest line with the two cylinder axes, o1 and o2, must be located
outside one of the cylinders. It can be concluded, therefore, that if the two cylinders are
in contact, at least one of the four base disks penetrates into the other cylinder with the
maximum penetration, or equivalently, that the minimum distance from the edge of at least
one base disk to the axis of the other cylinder must be smaller than the radius of that cylinder.
It is, however, not obvious in general which base disk of which cylinder will have the minimum
distance. Therefore, this step may check up to two base disks, one from each cylinder and
against the other cylinder to evaluate the corresponding minimum distance. By default, the
check starts from one of the base disks of C2 against C1 on the x1-y1 plane, and then swap C1
and C2 and repeat the procedure.
Refer to Figure 2(b) where the projection of C1 is a circle of radius r1, while the projection of
C2 is a tablet-shaped area, parallel to the y1-axis. The C2 projection can lie in any of the four
quadrants in the x1-y1 system. When the projected cylinder axis lies across two quadrants,
the two base disks will not have the minimum distance. In this case C1 and C2 should be
swapped and the check should be conducted for the two base disks of C1 against C2. Thus,
without loss of generality, it is assumed that the entire projected cylinder axis of C2 is located
in the first quadrant. By comparing the y1 coordinates of the centres of the two base disks,
8the one with a smaller coordinate should have the minimum distance, and thus should be
used in the calculation.
The projection of the base disk, and indeed any cross-section disk of C2 is an ellipse of major
radius a = r2 and minor radius b = r2 cosα, with the major axis parallel to the x1 direction.
The projected point of the base centre of C2 has the coordinates (x0, y0) = (d, s2 sinα). The
minimum distance of the base to the axis of C1 is the minimum distance of the ellipse edge to
the origin of the x1-y1 system, or mathematically it can be stated as the following minimum
value problem:
dmin = min
x,y
{x2 + y2}, s. t. (x− x0)
2
a2
+
(y − y0)2
b2
= 1 (18)
This problem can be solved iteratively using the Newton-Raphson method, or be formulated
as a quartic equation. The detail can be found in Appendix 1. When the obtained minimum
distance dmin ≥ r1, it can be concluded that there is no contact between the two cylinders.
Otherwise, swap C1 and C2, and repeat the above procedure. When the two checks both
return a minimum distance smaller than the radius, there is still a possibility that the two
cylinders may not be in contact. Such a case may occur when the closest point obtained on
the ellipse lies outside the other cylinder. This is because the master cylinder is implicitly
assumed infinitely long, and no consideration is given to a possible overlap between the base
disks of the two cylinders, as this would involve more computations which is undesirable at
this stage. These missed no-overlap situations can be resolved in the next resolution stage.
From the overlap check perspective, the about minimum problem is equivalent to an overlap
check between the ellipse of the base disk of C2 and the cross-section circle of C1. Again,
this can be formulated as the solution of a quartic equation (see Appendix 1). A no-contact
situation arises when there is only one or no solution to the equation. The solution procedure
to find the roots of the equation will be discussed later.
3.2 Overlap Region Resolution
The previous stage has identified and excluded almost all no-overlap cases. The main purpose
of this stage is to further describe the intersection or overlap region of the two cylinders
concerned, and in particular, to extract some of the geometric characteristics required for
the contact force calculations in the subsequent physical modelling phase in DEM. In the
process, some overlooked no-overlap cases in the previous stage will be identified.
The overlap region can exhibit many different complex shapes, depending on the shapes
and relative configurations of the two cylinders, which hampers any attempt to accurately
represent its geometric features. Some of the possible overlap cases are depicted in Figure 3.
Nevertheless, the overlap region is convex and can be viewed as the intersection of the same
two cylinders which are infinitely long, but truncated by at least one and at most four bases,
i.e the region is always formed by the two side surfaces together with one to four base planes.
The irregularity and complexity of the region increase when more bases are involved and
particularly when some of them also intersect. Under the small overlap assumption made in
the DEM, the overlap region can be small in the three directions, or small in two directions
but large in the third direction, or small in one direction but large in the other two.
The geometric features of the overlap region to be extracted depend on the requirement of
the contact physical model used for cylinders. As mentioned in the introduction, currently
there are no specific physical contact models for cylinders, and various linear or nonlinear
spring models are commonly used instead. For this type of models, the required contact
9Figure 3: Some overlap regions, each involving two sides plus one, two or four base disks
geometric features include the (maximum) overlap, contact point and contact normal. For
other models, such as the energy based models [9, 13], the contact width, area and/or volume
may be required. To accommodate all possible contact models, the current work attempts
to develop two overlap region representation schemes, from which the required geometric
features can be evaluated.
3.3 Layered Overlap Region Representation
Define R to be the overlap region of the two cylinders C1 and C2: R = C1∩C2. One of its faces
must be the intersection of one base disk of one cylinder with the other cylinder. Without
loss of generality, assume that this disk is the top base of C1. At a position |z1| < h, the
cross-section of C1 is a circular disk of radius r1, denoted as D(z1). Then the cross-section of
R at z1 is the intersection of D(z1) with C2, denoted as A(z1) = D(z1) ∩ C2. Thus
R = {A(z1), h0 < z1 ≤ h} (19)
where h0 is the lower bound of z1 at which A(z0) = ∅. This definition offers a parameteri-
sation or layered representation of the overlap region, provided that each cross-section area
A can be described. In the actual implementation, z1 has to be discretised, leading to a
discretised layer representation.
The key operation of this representation scheme is therefore to determine the cross-section
area A(z1). Depending on z1, the cross-section of C2 can be a complete or truncated ellipse
at one or possible two ends if one or two of its bases are also cut through by the plane at
z1. Figure 3 shows the cross-sections of C1 and C2 at the position z1 = h1 projected on the
x1-y1plane, while the horizontal line represents the cross-line of the bottom base disk. The
overlap area A (the shaded area in Figure 4(b)) is bounded by the circular and elliptical arcs
(maybe more than one arc for each type) and up to the two line segments. The major and
minor radii of the ellipse are a = r2/ cosα and b = r2, with the major axis parallel to the y1,
and the central coordinates being
(x0, y0) = (d, s2 sinα) (20)
To determine the boundary segments of A, the intersection points of the disk and the ellipse
need to be found. Mathematically this is again equivalent to solving a quartic equation. The
detail can be found in Appendix 2. The number of solutions can be 0, 2 or 4. However,
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Figure 4: Projections of two intersecting cylinders and two cuts on the y1-z1 plane (a) and
the x1-y1 plane (b).
the no-solution case does not necessarily mean that there is no overlap between the circle
and the ellipse because one may be entirely enclosed by the other. Then the intersections
between the circle/ellipse and the two base disk lines, if present, can be readily obtained.
By processing these intersection points, an ordered boundary segment representation of A
can be obtained. It is convenient to use the parametric form to represent each circular or
elliptical arc involved. Furthermore, the arcs can be discretised, resulting in a more general
polygon representation of the overlap area A.
With the above boundary representation scheme, the geometric features of A, such as the
centroid and area, can be evaluated and queried. When all A(z1i) are processed and rep-
resented, the whole overlap region R is described in a stack of (polygonal) layers, and its
typical geometric features can be calculated.
This layer representation scheme offers a generic framework to represent the overlap region
between two cylinders and can also be extended to more general cases, such as two axi-
symmetrical shaped objects. Both accuracy and numerical efficiency of the representation
depend on the number of layers used. A higher accuracy can be achieved with more layers,
but with higher computational costs.
The use of this scheme for large scale DEM problems, however, may be very limited, as the
computational costs involved may be substantial even with a small number of layers. In the
DEM, physical and numerical errors introduced in various stages of the modelling can be far
greater than that of using a crude approximation for the overlap region. Thus an alternative
representation scheme for the overlap region is proposed.
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3.4 Edge Representation of Overlap Region
This alternative scheme attempts to represent all the edges in R that are associated with
the bases, but ignore those formed by the two side surfaces of the cylinders. Each such edge
can be constructed and represented as the intersecting boundary between a base disk and
the other cylinder following the procedure outlined in the previous subsection. Although up
to four bases can be involved in the formation of R, it suffices that at most two bases are
needed. These two bases should be considered from the same cylinder if they are both in
actual overlap with the other cylinder; Otherwise one base from each cylinder is used. When
only one base is involved in the overlap region, i.e. the so-call edge-side overlap scenario (see
Figure 3(a)), the peak or lowest point of the region should be located and added as an extra
point (or a degenerated edge) to represent the overlap region.
When all the intended edges are found, R is approximated as the convex hull formed by these
edges. This edge representation provides a reasonable approximation to the actual region and
can capture its main geometric features. Because the maximum number of the base-cylinder
intersection operations is two, this representation scheme is much more computationally
effective than the previous layered representation.
In the above two representation schemes, the cases that need to be checked individually are
the intersections between the base disks and the other cylinder, thus clearly defined and the
number of checks minimised. Also no restrictions are imposed on the cylinders in terms of
their (relative) sizes and height/diameter ratios. Therefore, the proposed contact detection
procedure provides a generic and unified computational framework for cylinders regardless of
their size, shape, position and orientation.
4 Contact Geometric Features
When the overlap region has been represented, the following contact geometric features as-
sociated with the region will be considered: the overlap or (maximum) penetration, overlap
area, overlap volume, contact point and contact normal. These may be sufficient for most
of the physical contact models currently employed in the DEM. It is worth mentioning that,
except for the contact volume, the other quantities are not well defined in general and are
often evaluated in an ad-hoc manner. This is due to a lack of a general contact theory for
irregularly shaped particles in the DEM.
4.1 Overlap, contact area and contact volume
The contact or overlap volume of R can be calculated from either the layered or edge repre-
sentation, so no further discussion is needed.
The overlap is often defined as the maximum penetration of one object into another. This
may be valid for sphere and other smoothly shaped objects, such as ellipsoids, but may not
be the case for irregularly shaped objects in general. In fact, representing the maximum
penetration as the overlap may be valid when the normal contact direction is more or less
well-defined. In other words, the overlap may also be related to the choice of the normal
direction. Nevertheless, even when the contact normal is defined, the overlap may not be
taken as the maximum dimension of the overlap region in this direction. It may often be
incorrect to define the overlap as the maximum penetration of R, or the maximum distance
between the two cylinder surfaces.
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Let ∆x,∆y and ∆z be the bounding box dimensions of the overlap region in the current
coordinate system, which could be viewed as the maximum penetrations along the three
directions. In theory, it may be better to find one direction along which the maximum
penetration is the smallest. This, however, is difficult to achieve in a computationally efficient
manner, and thus may not be practical. It is proposed that the overall overlap of R be defined
as
δ = λ/
√
1
∆2x
+
1
∆2y
+
1
∆2z
(21)
where the constant factor λ = 2 is introduced to modify the overall overlap. It is because if
λ = 1, δ is appropriate when one of the three overlap dimensions is much smaller, but may
be too small when all the three dimensions are comparable. However, in some situations
the overlap in one particular direction may be smaller than those in the other perpendicular
directions. For instance, in a side-by-side contact, the overlap of the two cylinders in the
radial direction (of C1 for instance), ∆r, may be smaller than ∆z. In this case, the overall
overlap may be more appropriately defined as
δ = λ/
√
1
∆2r
+
1
∆2z
(22)
It is noted that without a rigorous definition that is compatible with the physical contact
model used, the overlap may be subject to discontinuous change during a dynamic contact
condition, causing artificial numerical errors or even numerical instability.
4.2 Contact point and contact normal
The contact point specifies the point at which the contact forces exert on the two objects in
contact, while the contact normal specifies the unit direction of the normal forces. In what
follows, the contact normal can also be used to represent the actual normal contact line which
passes through the contact point.
The normal contact line is uniquely determined only for the interior contact case, which is
coincided with the local x-axis described by (2) and (7). The contact point can be chosen at
a point along the contact line within the contact region. For other contact cases, as discussed
in the previous section, how to determine their contact points and normal contact lines are
much less clear.
There are several options for the contact point: at the centroid of the region, on the surface of
one cylinder, or at some other places within the overlap region. There is no much difference
between these three options when all the three overlap dimensions are comparable, but the
difference can be significant if the overlap along at least one direction is much larger than the
rest. One example is the (near) base-base contact scenario (Figure 3(c)), where the overlap
area is comparable with the cross-sections of the cylinders. In this case, using the centroid
of the region is a better choice.
On the other hand, contact normal directions are not well defined for most general contact
scenarios involving non-spherical, especially non-smooth objects including cylinders, due to
a lack of a theoretically sound general contact theory for these particles in the DEM. In
the previous work on cylinder contact [16], the normal contact direction is specified on a
case-by-case basis, but is essentially in an ad-hoc fashion.
The present work proposes a novel approach to determine the contact normal if the contact
point is given, based on the following statement:
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Normal Contact Statement. The contact normal starting from the contact point must
pass through the two cylinder axes at the same time.
This statement can be validated by a simple physical reasoning as follows. Considering
two cylinders, which are fully fixed except for the freely rotational movement about their
individual axes, that are brought in contact with a known contact point. Then a pair of
normal forces will be exerted at the contact point of the two objects along the (opposite)
normal direction. If the normal direction does not intersect with the two axes, at least one
normal force will produce a non-zero moment about a cylinder axis and thus accelerate the
rotation of that cylinder. As the overlap region and other contact quantities do not change
with the rotation of the cylinder(s), an increasing amount of external energy from the force(s)
will be continuously injected into the system, inevitably causing a system crash. Therefore,
the normal contact forces and hence the contact normal have to pass through the two cylinder
axes.
The next important question is: can such a normal direction be found? The following so-
called contact normal theorem provides the answer.
Theorem 1 (Contact Normal Theorem). For a given pair of cylinders, Ci :{ri, hi,ni, ci} (i =
1, 2), that are in contact with contact point at p, if n1, n2 and p are not co-planar, the
corresponding contact normal n from C1 to C2 can be uniquely determined by:
n = (p− c1)− (p− c1) · np1
n2 · np1
n1 = (c2 − p)− (c2 − p) · np
n2 · np n2; (23)
with npi = ni × (ci − p) (i = 1, 2)
The proof of the above theorem is presented in Appendix 3. For the exceptional case where
both cylinder axes and the contact point are co-planar, which includes the two cylinders in
parallel as a special case, the contact normal will be on the same plane, and thus passes
through the two axes, but cannot be determined by (23). In this case, the problem is reduced
to a 2D rectangle-rectangle contact problem from which the contact normal may be obtained
based on additional principles, for instance, the energy model for polygons [9, 13]. A non-
solution case only occurs when the two axes are on the same plane, thus intersecting with
each other, while the contact point is not co-planar. In this case, it is the contact point that
is in a wrong position.
In the development of the above theorem, the other geometric features, except for axi-
symmetry, of a cylinder play no part. Therefore the following broader and powerful conclusion
can be drawn:
Corollary 1.1 (Corollary of Contact Normal Theorem). The contact normal theorem is valid
for all axi-symmetrical geometric entities and their combinations.
The theorem also implies that the same contact normal can be shared by different contact
points as long as they are co-linear with the contact normal. In fact we have the following
contact point theorem, or the converse of the contact normal theorem, to confirm this
implication.
Theorem 2 (Contact Point Theorem). For a given pair of cylinders, Ci : {ri, hi,ni, ci}(i =
1, 2), that are in contact with a known contact normal direction n, the contact point p should
satisfy the following condition:
p = ci + ti ni + λ n (24)
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where
ti =
n · [(c1 − c2)× ni]
n · (n2 × n1) (i = 1, 2)
and λ is an arbitrary constant.
The proof is given in Appendix 3. The presence of the free parameter λ in the above expression
means that there are an infinite number of points on the normal contact line that can be
chosen as the contact point. However, a proper contact point can be specified within or on
the surface of the overlap region.
Both theorems reveal a fundamental relationship between the contact point and the contact
normal, and offer a simple approach to determine the normal direction based on the contact
point and vice versa. More significantly, the theorems can be applied to any axi-symmetrical
objects in contact. They are of both theoretical and practical significance in that they not
only remove the ambiguity in determining the normal direction and/or provide a means to fine
tune the contact point, but also guarantee that no superficial rotational energy is introduced
into the system, making the numerical simulation more stable. It is emphasised that the
axi-symmetrical property plays a central role in the development of these theorems.
5 Other Issues
In the proposed contact detection framework, there are several numerical and implementation
issues need to be addressed further.
5.1 Numerical Issues
The key numerical operation involved in the above proposed methodology is to find the inter-
section between a circle and an ellipse, i.e. solutions to a quartic equation. As every quartic
equation is solvable by radicals, the roots of a quartic equation can be found analytically with
a limited number of arithmetic operations. However, although this approach works well for
most cases, it may not offer the best numerical efficiency and may fail for certain special cases.
To this end, an iterative based numerical solution procedure is proposed as an alternative or
complementary method in the present work.
The main part of this iterative approach lies in the use of Lin-Bairstow’s method [21] to find
the quadratic factors of a polynomial of any order. Let Pn(x) =
∑n
0 aix
i be a polynomial of
order n and choose two arbitrary parameters u and v, so that Pn(x) can be expressed as
Pn(x) = (x
2 + ux+ v)Qn−2(x) + (cx+ d) (25)
where Qn−2(x) is a polynomial of order n − 2, and cx + d is a remainder. The quadratic
x2 + ux + v will be a quadratic factor of Pn(x) when both c and d are zero, and thus its
two roots are also the roots of the polynomial being solved. The Lin-Bairstow method uses
Newton’s method to adjust the coefficients u and v so that both c and d, which are a function
of u and v, tend to zero. Next the polynomial is divided by the quadratic to reduce its order
by 2. This process is iterated until the polynomial becomes a quadratic or a linear, and then
all the roots can be determined.
Appendix 4 presents the Lin-Bairstow method for quartic equations. The method performs
well for most cases with a typical number of iterations being 3 to 4 for a convergence tolerance
of order 10−12. When the solutions are found, they are also used as the initial guesses to
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undertake a few local Newton iterations to improve their accuracy. This improvement step
is important when the Lin-Bairstow method does not converge to the required accuracy in
some rare cases. When only one solution is found, the quartic polynomial is deflated by the
root to become a cubic equation which is either solved by an analytic approach or by the
Lin-Bairstow method.
5.2 Implementation Issues
Although a general contact detection framework has been proposed which theoretically has
the advantage of providing a universal procedure to conduct the contact detection for any
cylinder contact situation, some special cases have to be treated separately in the implemen-
tation. For instance, when two cylinders are perpendicular to each other (i.e. cosα = 0), or
when they are parallel, the general procedure will encounter some numerical difficulties, and
thus these cases have to be treated specially. Also, when determining the contact overlap and
point, different formulations may need to be adopted according to different contact scenarios,
as mentioned in the previous subsection.
Owing to the finite precision nature of numerical operations, it is inevitable that tolerances
have to be introduced in various stages of the contact detection procedure to distinguish
different special contact cases and to control the convergence of the Newton method and
Lin-Bairstow’s method. However different selections of tolerance levels may lead to different
simulation results, or cause more serious robustness issues.
5.3 Cylinder to Half-Space and Cylinder to Sphere Contact Detection
Other contact scenarios involving cylinders may be encountered in discrete element simula-
tions, such as cylinder to half-space and cylinder to sphere. These two special contact cases
can be simply handled within the current contact detection framework for two cylinders. By
recognising the fact that both a half-space and a sphere can be viewed as the two special
axi-symmetric geometric entities, the local coordinate systems similar to the one established
in Section 2 can be obtained for these two contact cases. Under these systems, both cylinder
to half-space and cylinder to sphere contact cases are reduced to 2D contact situations where
the half-space is reduced to a straight line, the sphere to a circular disk, and the cylinder to
a rectangle.
Half-space 
Cylinder 
n n n 
Figure 5: Three possible contact cases between a cylinder and a half-space: parallel, perpen-
dicular and oblique
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Figure 6: Four possible contact cases between a cylinder and a sphere
For the cylinder-half-space contact, there are three sub-cases to be considered, as shown in
Figure 5: 1) the cylinder parallel to the plane; 2) the cylinder perpendicular to the plane; and
3) the cylinder in oblique contact with the plane. In all these cases, the normal of the plane
is the contact normal, and the other contact features, such as overlap and contact point, may
be readily defined.
For the cylinder-sphere contact, the cylinder centre is chosen to be the origin of the local x-y
system. The cylinder axis will be the local y-axis but the positive direction is determined
as such that the sphere centre is always on the first quadrant of the system. Then there
are four sub-cases to be considered, as shown in Figure 6: 1) the sphere in contact with the
top surface of the cylinder; 2) the sphere in contact with the side surface of the cylinder; 3)
the sphere in contact with the top-right corner of the cylinder; and 4) the sphere in contact
with the two corners or the whole side surface of the cylinder. The first two cases are trivial,
while the third and fourth cases involve a corner contact which can be dealt with following
the contact model proposed for polygons in [9], where both contact point and contact normal
can be uniquely determined.
6 Numerical Examples
The above proposed contact detection methodology has been implemented in a commercial
software STAR-CCM+ v11.02 [24] developed by CD-adapco, a global provider of multidis-
ciplinary engineering simulation and design exploration software. The following numerical
examples involving the simulation of the initial packing of cylinders are presented to illustrate
the performance of the approach. Unlike circular disks and spheres, where some geometri-
cally based packing algorithms [9, 23] have been developed to produce a reasonably dense
initial packing, it is difficult to do so for cylinders. A typical approach for generating an
initial packing for arbitrarily shaped particles is to inject particles into the packing region,
and settle the particles with gravity and damping.
The current packing problem consists of randomly injecting cylinders with non-zero velocity
into a cylindrical region. Under the action of the gravitational force and damping, the
cylindrical particles will be settled to form a stable packing. Cylinders with different heights
(H) and diameters (D), thus different shapes and aspect ratios (H/D), have been considered
in six cases. In the first four cases, the cylinders are identical in each case, but have different
height/diameter ratios, ranging from 0.025, 0.5, 5 to 50, with the corresponding shapes
ranging from very thin disks to very long rods. In Case 5, two different types of cylinder are
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(a) H/D = 0.025
(b) H/D = 0.5
Figure 7: Packing configurations of cylinders at three stages with two different height
(H)/diameter(D) ratios smaller than 1: (a) Case 1; (b) Case 2
mixed, one with H/D = 0.5 and the other H/D=10. In Case 6, both heights and diameters of
cylinders obey a normal distribution, resulting in a wide variety of shapes and aspect ratios.
The total number of cylindrical particles in each case is 5000.
The packing configurations at three stages (initial, middle and final) of the six cases are
illustrated in Figures 7, 8 and 9 respectively. The colours in the figures are used to represent
the orientations of particles but mainly for better visual effect. The axes of those cylinders
with blue and green colours are more close to the vertical direction, while those with orange
and red colours are closer to the horizontal directions.
The energy evolution of the particle systems during the packing is monitored. Both kinetic
energy and total energy (potential + kinetic) for Case 5 are displayed in Figure 10, from which
a two-phase process is evident. In the initial injection phase, both potential and kinetic energy
increase when particles are continuously injected into the region until the total number of
particles reaches the specified value. In the compaction phase, the total energy decreases as
the kinetic energy is dissipated through damping during particle impact. A stable packing is
achieved when the total kinetic energy reduces to zero and the total energy converges to the
potential energy.
From the assessment point of view, the smaller the H/D ratio is, the more challenges to
the proposed methodology will be presented, as more different contact configurations are
encountered in the system. The fairly smooth nature of the kinetic energy evolution histories
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(a) H/D = 5
(b) H/D = 50
Figure 8: Packing configurations of cylinders at three stages with two different height
(H)/diameter(D) ratios larger than 1: (a) Case 3; (b) Case 4
for all the cases demonstrates that the current implementation is generally stable and robust.
In addition to the robustness issue, the computational efficiency of the proposed methodology
and its implementation is also an important consideration. A number of engineering applica-
tions have been employed to assess the performance of the method and implementation. In
particular, cylindrical particle problems using the current cylinder model has been compared
with the model using composite particles where each cylinder is approximately represented by
a number of bonded/clumped spheres. The simulation shows [25] that for a transportation
problem, the current cylindrical model is around 1.7 ∼ 2 times faster than the compos-
ite particle model using 20 spheres, thus indicating that for the given problem, the current
cylinder-cylinder contact procedure is roughly about 10 times slower than a sphere-sphere
contact detection.
As the physical modelling aspect of cylindrical particles is not covered in this work, no test
results will be presented to demonstrate the physical correctness of the current model for
cylindrical particle systems, such as conservation of energy during impact etc.
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(a) Mixed cylinders with two height/daimeter ratios: 0.025 and 10
(b) Cylinders with normally distributed heights and radii
Figure 9: Packing configurations of cylinders at three stages with two different cylinder
systems: (a) Case 5; (b) Case 6
(a) Kinetic energy (b) Total energy
Figure 10: Evolution of kinetic and total energy for case 6
7 Concluding Remarks
By fully exploiting the axi-symmetry properties of a cylinder, a generic framework for detect-
ing contact between cylindrical particles in discrete element modelling has been developed.
The main contributions are:
• An effective 4-parameter local representative scheme is derived in a simple manner to
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describe the spatial relationship between two cylinders so that the original 3D cylinder-
cylinder intersection problem can be reduced to a serial of 2D circle-ellipse intersections,
considerably simplifying the contact detection procedure;
• A two-stage contact detection scheme is proposed in which no-overlap contact pairs
are identified with minimum computational costs in the first stage. The actual overlap
region is determined and represented in the second stage. For the two overlap region
representation schemes proposed, the layered region representation is generic, while
the edge representation is more numerically efficient, but of an approximate nature.
The proposed contact detection scheme imposes no limitations on (relative) sizes and
aspect ratios of cylinders, and minimises the number of possible checks for different
contact configurations, thereby resulting in a more generic and robust cylinder contact
detection framework.
• The most significant contribution is the development of the two theorems that establish
a fundamental relationship between the contact point and contact normal. These two
theorems not only remove the ambiguity in determining the normal direction and/or
provide a means to fine tune the contact point if necessary, but also guarantee that
no superficial rotational energy is introduced into the system, making the numerical
simulation more stable. They are therefore of both theoretical and practical significance.
It is important to highlight that all these developments are not only valid for cylinders
but also can be extended to any axi-symmetrical shapes and their combinations with some
modifications if necessary. The current work thus is a significant step towards effectively
adopting cylinders, and potentially other axi-symmetrical geometric entities, as primitive
discrete elements.
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Appendix 1. Find a closest point on an ellipse to the origin
This can be stated as the minimum problem:
fmin = min
x,y
{f = x2 + y2}, s. t. (x− x0)
2
a2
+
(x− y0)2
b2
= 1 (26)
where a and b are the two radii of the ellipse and (x0, y0) are its central coordinates.
Introduce the parametric equation of the ellipse in terms of θ:
x(θ) = x0 + acos θ; y(θ) = y0 + bsin θ
The first derivative of function f can be obtained as:
F (θ) =
df
dθ
= −ax sin θ + by cos θ (27)
The minimum of f is found when F (θ) = 0.
In the Newton-Raphson method, started with a given initial θ0, θ is iteratively updated by
θi+1 = θi − F (θi)/F ′(θi)(i = 0, 1, ...)
where
F ′(θ) =
F (θ)
dθ
= a2 sin2 θ + b2 cos θ − ax cos θ − by sin θ
until the approximation solutions are determined when a pre-defined tolerance convergent
criterion is satisfied.
Alternatively, F (θ) = 0 can be cast as a quartic equation. Further set
x′ = (x− x0)/a; y′ = (y − y0)/b, thus x′2 + y′2 = 1
then
F (θ) = −ax sin θ + by cos θ = −axx′ + byy′
F (θ) = 0 gives
axx′ = byy′
Substituting x by x′ and y by y′, and further eliminating y′ leads to the following quartic
equation in terms of x′:
a4x
′4 + a3x′3 + a2x′2 + a1x′ + a0 = 0
where a4 = α
2−β2; a3 = 2αβ; a2 = β2+γ2−α2; a1 = −a3, a0 = −β2; and α = a2−b2;β = ax0;
and γ = by0. To obtain a similar equation in terms of y
′, simply swap a and b, and x0 and
y0.
Appendix 2. Intersections between a circle and an ellipse
Assume that the circle has a radius of r and its centre at the origin of the coordinate system,
and that the ellipse has two radii of a and b, and its centre is located at (x0, y0). The
intersection points of the two curves satisfy the equations
x2 + y2 = 1; and
(x− x0)2
a2
+
(y − y0)2
b2
= 1 (28)
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Eliminating y from the above two equations leads to the following quartic equation:
a4x
4 + a3x
3 + +a2x
2 + +a1x+ a0 = 0
where a4 = α
2; a3 = 2αβ; a2 = β
2 + 2αγ + τ2; a1 = 2βγ, a0 = r
2(1− τ2). Again, to obtain a
similar equation in terms of y, simply swap a and b, and x0 and y0.
Appendix 3. Proofs of Contact Normal and Contact Point
Theorems
I. Proof of Contact Normal Theorem
First to prove that the second part of the formula (23) is true.
Consider the normal direction line which passes through the contact point p, and intersects
both axes of the two cylinders as required. Assume that q is the intersection point on n2.
The position of q can be expressed in terms of a parameter t:
q(t) = c2 + t n2 (29)
Let np be the normal to the plane pi formed by the contact point p and the axis n1 (through
c1):
np = (p− c1)× n1 (30)
By the definition, the line ~pq must lie on the plane pi, and thus is perpendicular to the normal
of the plane np:
(q− p) · np = 0 (31)
i.e.
(c2 − p + t n2) · np = 0 (32)
which gives
t =
(c2 − p) · np
n2 · np (33)
Then the line ~pq should be co-linear with the contact normal line and the normal direction
n (not normalised) thus can be determined as
n = q− p = c2 − p + t n2 (34)
which is the second part of the formula (23). The first part can be proved similarly.
II. Proof of Contact Point Theorem
First to prove that the formula (24) is true when i = 2.
Let p be the contact point whose position can be expressed in terms of two parameters t and
λ:
p(t, λ) = c2 + t n2 + λ n (35)
where c2 + t n2 defines the point q that is the intersection point between the contact normal
line and the 2nd cylinder axis n2. Again define np to be the normal to the plane pi formed
by the contact point p and the first cylinder axis n1 (passing through c1)
np = (c1 − p)× n1 (36)
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and use the same argument as in the previous theorem that the normal direction n must be
perpendicular to the normal of the plane np:
n · np = 0 (37)
Substituting Eq (35) into (36), and then into (37) yields:
n · [(c1 − c2 + t n2 + λ n)× n1 = 0 (38)
Expanding the brackets and utilising the fact that n · (n× n1) = 0 leads to
t =
n · [(c1 − c2)× n1]
n · (n2 × n1) (39)
So now p can be defined by (24) and λ becomes a free parameter. Thus the formula (24) is
proved to be true when i = 2. The i = 1 case can be proved similarly.
Appendix 4. The Lin-Bairstow method for solving a quartic
equation
Let the quartic equation be
P4(x) = a4x
4 + a3x
3 + a2x
2 + a1x+ a0 = 0
It is numerically more efficient if a4 = 1, which can be achieved by dividing all the ai by a4.
Given two parameters {u, v}, P4(x) can be rewritten as
P4(x) = Q2(x)(x
2 + ux+ v) +R(x)
where Q2(x) ≡ b2x2 + b1 + b0 is a quadratic quotient and R(x) ≡ cx+ d is a linear reminder,
with
b2 = a4; b1 = a3 − ub2; b0 = a2 − ub1 − vb2
and
c = a1 − ub0 − vb1 ≡ c(u, v); d = a0 − vb0 ≡ d(u, v)
Q2(x) divides P4(x) when R(x) = 0, i.e.
c(u, v) = 0; d(u, v) = 0 (40)
These two equations in terms of u and v can be solved simultaneously by Newton’s method:[
u
v
]
←
[
u
v
]
− J−1
[
c
d
]
(41)
where
J =
[
∂c
∂u
∂d
∂v
∂c
∂v
∂d
∂v
]
; J−1 =
1
vg2 + h(h− ug)
[ −h g
−gv gu− h
]
in which g = b1 − ub2;h = b0 − vb2. When a set of solutions {u, v} is found, the solutions to
the original quartic equatation can be obtained as:
x1,2 = (−u±
√
u2 − 4v)/2; x3,4 = (−b1 ±
√
b21 − 4b2b0)/2b2
in which the number of real solutions can be 0, 2 or 4.
The same procedure can be applied to solve a cubic equation by setting a4 = 0, and thus
b2 = 0, b1 = a3, b0 = a2 − ub1, g = b1 and h = b0.
Research Highlights:
• Develops  a  generic  framework  for  detecting  contact  between 
cylindrical particles in discrete element modelling based on a full 
exploitation of the axi-symmetrical property of cylinders. 
• Derives  a  four-parameter  based  local  representative  system to 
describe the spatial  relationship between two cylinders so that 
the 3D cylinder-cylinder intersection problem can be reduced to a 
series  of  2D  circle-ellipse  intersections,  which  considerably 
simplifies the contact detection procedure. 
• Proposes  a  two-stage  contact  detection  scheme  in  which  no-
overlap  contact  pairs  are  identified  in  the  first  overlap  check 
stage, and then the actual overlap region is determined in the 
second  resolution  stage  and  represented  by  two  schemes:  the 
layered  representation  which  is  generic,  and  the  edge 
representation  which  is  numerically  more  efficient  but  less 
accurate. 
• Develops  two theorems that establish a fundamental relationship 
between the contact point and contact normal of two contacting 
cylinders, offering a simple approach to determining the normal 
direction based on the contact point and vice versa. 
• These theorems are valid not only for cylinders, but also for any 
axi-symmetrical shapes and their combinations.
